The SWi 118E - SP is an active plug-and-play subwoofer and is an ideal extension to the passive K&F speakers and the active full-range systems of the K&F SP series.

With a frequency range extending as low as 30 Hz and a maximum sound pressure level of 133 dB the SWi 118E - SP is equally at home as an outstanding bass system in theatres, cinemas or all-purpose halls or as a powerful and precise basic low-frequency set-up in discotheques and live clubs or as a compact P.A. High-quality self-powered systems can be assembled in parallel operation with the active SP full-range systems. When supplementing the passive K&F full-range systems the SWi 118E - SP active subwoofer is driven separately.

The innovative, fan-free system electronics weigh only 2.5 kg and include the digital 1 kW Class D power amplifier and an elaborate limiter section (RMS and peak limiters). Here too the system equalization, cut-off frequency and phase response are defined.

12 concealed M 12 thread inserts, which serve as available flying points or can be used to attach supports or suspension frames, are standard equipment.

The excellent performance data and simple handling of the SWi 118E - SP set new standards in top class professional active subwoofers. Ideal for fixed installations of the highest standard.
Further information and data like specifications, manuals, technical drawings as DWG, DXF and PDF files as well as data files for acoustic simulations with Ease and Ulysses are available on our web site [www.kling-freitag.de](http://www.kling-freitag.de)
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All measurements under free field conditions. Frequency diagrams 1/6 octave averaged. The manufacturer reserves the right to make product alterations to improve product quality without prior notice. Errors excepted.